
USA dominated Cuba

CAGUAS, Puerto Rico, January
6.- USA defeated Cuba 3-1 (25-16, 25-
21, 23-25, 25-22) in the so called
NORCECA Classic for its second victory
in as many outings in the NORCECA
Men’s Olympic Qualifier Tournament.

Both teams exhibited good
blocking ability and offensive power and
are considered the two favorites to dispute
the ticket to Athens next Saturday.
The Americans played the first set as a
dream team and dominated the Cubans
but the celebration did not last very long
because of the loss of its regular opposite
attacker, Clayton Stanley, who suffered
a finger fracture in an attempt to block
Cuban Yenry Bell.

The defensive performance of
Libero Eric Sullivan was fundamental
during all match, but especially in the
fourth when his marvelous reception
helped the Americans to erase a 17-21
deficit and seal the victory.

“It was a great match and I think
we can face again in the final one,” said
Roberto Garcia, the Cuban coach.
“Tonight our blocking failed in some
critical moments and that cost us the
match. Then a 50 percent of USA victory
was thanks to the great game enjoyed by

their Libero Sullivan.” USA benefited
from a good game of Brook Billing, who
scored 16 after replacing Stanley. Riley
Salmon had 13 and Reid Priddy 11.

Cuba confirmed its continued
improvement and Tomas Aldazabal had
19 and Pavel Pimenta 14.
“I think we played a first set almost
perfect, but with the injury of Clayton
maybe we lost some focus. Cuba is a
great team and this victory is very
important for us in our goal to qualify
for Athens,” said Sullivan.

USA-CUBA 3-1 (25-16, 25-21, 23-25,
25-22) Total (98-84) Duration: 1:42;
Audience: 3,526

Canada finally got a victory

CAGUAS, Puerto Rico, 6 de
enero.- The Canadian National Team
finally managed to establish its overall
game and got a 3-0 victory over Mexico
in the NORCECA Men’s Olympic
Qualifier Tournament. The score was 25-
22, 25-19, 25-19.

Stelio DeRocco, the Canadian
coach, used only a limited group of his
players and they dominated since the
start with effective blocking and good
offensive combinations to blank the
Mexicans.

“We were in a must win situation
and could establish our game since the
very beginning. Now we have to
concentrate in the match against USA
and both squads know each other very
well,” said DeRocco.

Once again Mexico played a great
first set, but several errors in the final

moments cost them the set. In the second
and third sets both sides played evenly
until the technical time-out after 8 points.
From there on the power of Jason
Haldane and Paul Duerden was decisive
for the North Americans.

Jorge Azair, the Mexican coach,
considered his team fought point after
point but committed too many mistakes
in the blocking and lost the concentration.
“My team needs more cooperation from
the role players in order to elevate the
overall performance of the squad,” he
said.

Mexico will have a day of rest
on Wednesday and close the preliminary
round against Cuba on Thursday, the last
match for its captain Ivan Contreras who
has to report to his club, Knack Roeselare
of Belgium, for the European Champions
League.

Haldane was the best Canadian
scorer with 13 points, Steve Brinkman
had 11 and Duerdern chipped in 10. For
Mexico once again Jose Luis Martell led
the scoring with 11 and Contreras
contributed with 10.

CAN-MEX 3-0 (25-22, 25-19, 25-19)
Total (75-60)Ê Duration: 1:09,
Audience: 945
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